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Message from the Commodore . . . . 
First and foremost, WOW! Great job to all the racers, volunteers, and families that made our 2021 Summer Clash a 
great success! Your attention to detail, devotion to our sport, and loyalty to our drag boat family resulted in a fantastic 
race, successfully overcoming hurdles presented by a nearly 2 year hiatus. Thank you all!

This being the first “Message from the Commodore” I have the privilege to prepare, I have a number of ideas. I sus-
pect Snarky will be going into detail about our event, so I’ll leave that to his “grammatical expertise.” For this edition 
of “The Shaft,” I’ll share my thoughts on the support we enjoy from our sister associations and solicit your input on 
our need to grow the boat count within ours. 

On behalf of the CDBA membership, thank you to the ADBA and NJBA racers that made the trek to the Pacific North-
west to enjoy our return to the water! It is your support that makes this annual event standout and you are always 
welcome.  Joe Willis and Jeremy Denny of ADBA set a terrific standard of collaboration for the success of our sport 
and we look forward to continuing our partnership.  Though we enjoyed a great race, we continue to miss our friends 
from FVDBA and AVRA and look forward to the border opening up and racing with you soon.  It is our partnerships 
that build the extensive racing family that makes drag boat racing a very meaningful aspect of our lives. 

Our time at the track is abundant with stories about the many racers who regularly competed in our events in what 
several have coined as “the good old days.” Nowadays, we are presented with the challenge of maintaining a boat 
count that ensures great competition with a positive return for our racers efforts and the health of the club.  I ask for 
your help identifying factors that impact our boat count so we can consolidate data to identify improvements that fall 
within our scope of influence.  My contact information is under the “Contact Us” tab of CDBAracing.com; please 
reach out to me. I also ask you to reach out to your friends to encourage them to join us on the water. Whether it’s to 
get back in the seat, or bring their hot rod to the track for the first time, let’s work together to bring more racers to the 
water and build upon our great family. 

Thank you again for your continued support of CDBA and our partner associations, and for your efforts that made 
our 2021 Summer Clash the great event it was. I encourage all racers to pre-register by August 22nd for our Septem-
ber 18 and 19th Northwest Nationals. Let’s keep this momentum going as we get back to the track with our racing 
family!  
                                              Sincerely, Tim
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021
There’s no doubt we live in crazy times at the present and drag boat racing does not quite fall under the descrip-
tion of “essential services” to bureaucrats fumbling along an unknown path. The CDBA’s last race event was 
the Northwest Nationals in September 2019 and this almost 2 year disruption of racing in the Pacific Northwest 
had many of us suffering a long withdrawal that seemed to go forever. So when it was announced that the 2021 
CDBA Summer Clash would go on with no restrictions on race teams or spectators your intrepid reporter knew 
attendance was mandatory. 

That would be no easy matter of course, the land crossing from Canada to the United States was still closed so 
air travel was the only option. And since that announcement was made until July 5 the selection of flights and 
expense was not premium. Covid testing at my expense was needed before flight and the only practical flight 
was into Portland. Getting from PDX to Eugene at 9 pm is apparently a difficult thing, rental cars are priced for 
billionaires and not readily available, even looked at the $20 per day U-haul thing but that wouldn’t match up 
with my schedule. Long story short (too late) everything about this trip was difficult and I got lucky with Tom 
Hill picking me up at PDX in the 1966 Pontiac long roof. We got into the now derelict hotel around 1 am on 
Thursday night and were ready for racing Friday morning. What I didn’t know was that I should have been pre-
paring for the trip back already. On Friday. With the correct test that takes at least a couple of days to process. 
Failure was looming in the rear view mirror but I was still ahead at that point and not looking back.

Friday, Friday Friday! Tech, critiques 
from your friends and some new looks 
on the ramp.

Below, Bob is always ready to lend a 
hand, be it a little help or a quick slap.
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I see 125 runs on the paperwork for Friday’s test and tune and it’s obvious that having Craig Franklin visit to 
go over the timing system was a great idea. The system performed flawlessly that day and for the whole week-
end, just one pass Sunday that required a re-run. Registration held some surprises, not all good. Attendance by 
ADBA members was quite good, that’s a long haul for them. And the California teams displayed quite well too. 
The number that concerned me was just 16 of the 39 entries on site were what I would call “local”. And really 
there were 37 teams on site with the Scribner sisters running in 2 classes each, not counting Super E.

Really not a lot of change for CDBA racers on site, funny that I had an impression that there would be new 
hulls and new racers galore. Part of the self hypnosis that keeps me in drag boat racing. Kyle Harder’s ME flat 
had a complete makeover, paint by Brian Reinhart and is looking very sharp all around. Dennis Flint has the 
“Wild Flower” once campaigned by Eric Black and is driving that hard in an old school manner, very entertain-
ing. Kevin Kelsey would be taking over the driving duties in Steve Ziebert’s River Racer jet. I had yet to see 
the Collett’s restoration let’s call it of the “Rapid Package” hull, that certainly did not disappoint. Cole Billing’s 
addition of a blown alcohol motor promised to be something to watch and we had another blown flat coming in 
with Joe Willis ready to go rip up 1000 feet of water.    

The Pro Outlaw Shoot-out only drew 4 boats so at $250 per team I’m guessing there was $1000 up for grabs. As 
usual Top Eliminator and Super Eliminator were the largest groups, 14 for TE and 16 for Super E, still 4 rounds 
so easily doable Sunday. Mod Eliminator was decent with 8 entries, 4 locals and 4 Arizona teams. There was a 
change in procedure with Quick Eliminator and Pro Eliminator being combined, same thing for Stock Elimina-
tor, River Racer and PWC class. So the QE/PE class had 8 teams involved and SE/RR/PWC had 5.  

CDBA Summer Clash 2021

More pit stuff from Friday.
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021

In PWC/River Racer/Stock Eliminator with 5 boats in the combined field the bye in round 1 is a free trip to the 
semis so it’s a large deal. If I’m reading the paperwork correctly Tanya Scribner was near perfect on the index 
call, running 8.845 on the 8.84 index, earning her a spot in round 2. #2 qualifier Brian Couey and #5 Kevin Hib-
don were both slightly premature at the tree, Hibdon moved on with a lesser red light, .0690 to Couey’s .1760. 
The final pairing in round 1 saw Brian Marble on the PWC cut a .052 light against Kevin Kelsey’s .578 and bet-
ter him in both e.t. and mph besides, that’s gotta hurt.

Round 2 had Hibdon with the bye run while Scribner and Marble played out their duel to see who would go to 
the final. Their first pass was the one run of the weekend that something electronic went astray so a re-run was 
necessary. Marble left the line first posting a fine .026 reaction time while Scribner went very red with a .528 
red light, tough to hang back sometimes. The final saw Marble and Hibdon post nearly identical reaction times, 
Marble at .1540 and Hibdon at .1550, Marble leaving first of course with the slower index. Hibdon did catch 
him down track but a 9.011 on his 9.10 index meant a break-out loss. Marble took the win, got to race a few 
boats and added to his massive collection of time slips once again.  

For this event PWC, River Racer and Stock Elimi-
nator were combined to form one class bringing 
the class total to 5. And as usual a pretty good mix 
with a couple of flats, a couple of jets and 1 PWC. 
Earning the #1 qualifying spot at just .001 off her 
index was Tanya Sharpen (top left).
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021

Above, Brian Mar-
ble made his way 
to the final with 
wins over Scribner 
and Kevin Kelsey. 
Kevin Hibdon won 
over Brian Couey 
and had a bye to the 
final. In that final 
Hibdon was out 
front but a breakout 
had the win going to 
Marble, he’s always 
had some success at 
this event.
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021
Mod Eliminator had 8 boats fighting it out and #1 qualifying honors went to Tanya Scribner with a sweet 8.006 
that was her 2nd top qualifying spot of the day.  Tom Blaettler was close behind at 8.009 and Gary Henning a 
distant 3rd at 8.017 that would be good for top spot most days. The first 5 of this group were 8.0’s, shaping up to 
be close battle. 

The first pairing of round 1 had Tanya Scribner up against Dennis Flint and despite a large advantage off the 
start line by Flint Scribner caught him down track and won with a 8.001 compared to his 8.597. #2 Blaettler 
picked up a win when #7 Kyle Harder was too quick through the course,a 7.986 ending his ME race day. #3 
Henning and #6 Cole Irick had a very close pass, Irick was better off the line but Henning squeaked by on the 
top end, I have the margin of victory at .003. The final pass of round 1 saw a trend of the better qualifier advanc-
ing with #4 Tara Scribner taking the win over a too quick Collin Denny, his 7.975 ending his chances for an ME 
win.

Round 2 started with a family affair with the Scribner sisters paired up to see who would go to the final. Tara 
in the hydro had a better reaction time and an 8.058 for the win. The other side of the ladder had Henning in 
the outboard better on both ends of the track for the win over Blaettler. The final saw Henning repeat his semi 
actions, better off the line with a .154 tree to Scribner’s .242 and an 8.050 to her 8.069. Nice win for the Idaho 
outboard driver, he’s been very strong for a long time in the class. Scribner got her 2nd top quali-

fying spot of the day, this time 
in ME. Tom Blaettler in 2nd 
lost out by 3 thousandths. Gary 
Henning, Tara Scibner, Collin 
Denny, Cole Irick, Kyle Harder 
and Dennis Flint made up the 
rest of the field.  
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021

Round 1 of ME saw the first 4 qualifiers 
take wins over the last 4, oddly enough that 
doesn’t seem to happen often. Round 2 saw 
the Scribner sisters paired with Tara in the 
hydro taking the win. The other side of the 
ladder had CDBA regulars Tom Blaettler 
and Gary Henning paired and winning that 
round had Henning going to the final.
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021

Above, the photos don’t always work out, you can 
just see the nose of Henning’s outboard about to 
catch and pass Blaettler, mess up the focus on both 
lanes as the camera tries to catch up. It’s a tough 
life.

Good looking final in ME had Henning 
taking the win over Tara Scribner. Good 
start to the season for the Idaho team 
that always makes a long haul to CDBA 
events.
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Top Eliminator at 14 boats was not the largest of the race but probably the most competitive. The first 8 teams 
posted 7.0’s and top qualifier was Brian Reinhart with a 7.003. So we started with 14 but were down to 13 when 
Bill McGuinn dropped out after Saturday, pretty sure that has not happened very often in his long racing his-
tory. So Reinhart started eliminations with a bye run, always welcomed. #2 qualifier Ben Wurster got a legal 
single when Rob Miles did not make it to the rope. #3 Rob Temple cut a better light and a better elapsed time in 
his win over Darreld Murphy and moved on to round 2. #4 Vince Nelson took a sizeable advantage off the start 
line and the pushed #11 Scott Dolezal into a 6.967 break-out loss. #5 Scot Tillinghast and #10 Matt Rogers had 
a pretty close pass, Tillinghast took the win there. #6 Sean Rogers had some had some trouble at the start line so 
his competition Joe Willis moved on. #7 qualifier Bill Erkelens in the quick outboard had a great reaction time, 
.044 against #8 Tara Scribner’s .230 but she went on to win the pass with a 7.014 to his 7.218, pretty close at 
the top end of the track.

Scribner would pair up with Reinhart in round 2 and she went slightly red for the loss there. Wurster had the 
luxury of a bye this round, 2 rounds in the toughest class going and hadn’t raced anyone yet! He was strong 
all weekend in the jet and some luck sure doesn’t hurt. Temple was up against Joe Willis and Willis had some 
trouble at the tree with a .800 reaction time and Temple moved on to the semis. The Tillinghast/Nelson pairing 
saw Tillinghast go red by .06 or so, Nelson also moved on to the semis. 

So that left us with 4 and amazingly enough the first 4 qualifiers, pretty cool and I doubt that happens very of-
ten. First up was Nelson against Reinhart, couple of racers with lot of Top Eliminator passes in their past. Well, 
everything was decided at the start line when Nelson went .170 red. The other side of the ladder also had tons 
of experience, two drivers that know their boats and their competition. Wurster was better off the line at .014 
compared to Temple’s .108 but down track Wurster slowed up to a 7.364 and Temple’s 7.036 was good for the 
win and the trip to the final.  

We were all looking forward to another classic Top Eliminator final and these 2 drivers have been going back 
and forth at each other for some time now. This time around Reinhart got to the finish line first and the conver-
sation in the holding area between the two had Temple telling Reinhart that he had red lit and Reinhart had won. 
The pictures say it all, Temple was banging his helmet with his fist during the pass. What the pictures didn’t 
show was that Reinhart had red lit by a greater margin and the win went to Temple. Here’s the numbers, Temple 
was .004 red, Reinhart hit .044 early at the tree. 

All the Top Eliminator  players won’t 
fit on one page, great to see a good 
turnout for this class. Left, Brian 
Reinhart’s 7.03 was good for the top 
qualifying spot and as it turned out 
a first round bye run. The next page 
has the rest of the TE competitors 
in order of their qualifying position. 
Ben Wurster, Rob Temple, Vince 
Nelson, Scot Tillinghast, Sean Rog-
ers, Bill Erkelens, Tara Scribner, Joe 
Willis, Matt Rogers, Scott Dolezal 
and Darreld Murphy. Rob Miles was 
a no show Sunday morning, Bill Mc-
Guinn declared broke Saturday.
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021

Round 1 saw Reinhart, Nelson, Tillinghast, Wurster, 
Temple, Willis and Scribner moving on to round 2. 
Below, a round 2 red light by Scribner had Reinhart 
going to the semis. Right, trouble at the tree for Wil-
lis meant a round 2 win for Temple.
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CDBA Summer Clash 2021 Left, a red light by Tillinghast had Nelson head-
ing to the semis where he was paired with Reinhart 
(below). Nelson in turn went red and Reinhart 
moved on to the final. Below left, Wurster got out  a 
little on Temple in their pairing but slowed through 
track allowing Temple to catch him for the win. The 
final between Temple and Reinhart was not a thing 
of beauty depending on your perspective of course. 
Both drivers went red at the start line and the win 
would go to Temple, banging his helmet down track.

Even with all the tough competition 
it wasn’t surprising to see Temple 
and Reinhart in the TE final, this 
time the win went to Temple.
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Pro Eliminator and Quick Eliminator were combined and numbered 8 boats in total after registration but we 
were down to 6 after Jim Howard and Al Zemke declared broke. Sorry to miss that blue hair running through 
the track and I don’t mean Zemke. And Cole Billings and team had some problems as well and were not able to 
meet their Sunday morning obligations so #1 qualifier Kevin Foote had a legal single first round. All of which 
meant a clear path to the final as he would have a bye run in round 2. The other side of the ladder was a little 
more contentious with 2 PE teams and 2 QE teams fighting it out. Larry Flores was .0480 red against Rick 
Coffman in their first round pairing. The next run had Chris Yates and Jeremy Denny tripping the beams fairly 
close, a slight advantage for Denny but Yates was too quick through the course with a 6.434 on his 6.50 index, 
Denny’s 6.011 a winning number for his QE boat.

Round 2 had Foote with the bye while Coffman and Denny paired in their semifinal run. Coffman’s .006 tree 
was superb at the moment and had him out front but a 6..482 was just .018 too quick to send him to the final. 
Denny ran 6.029 with a .1 reaction time for the win and would meet fellow ADBA racer Foote to decide the 
class win.

Reaction time is really what made the difference in that final, Foote left the rope first posting .283 while Denny 
.165 gave him the edge there. Foote was very close to his index at 6.578 but it wasn’t enough as Denny beat him 
to the finish line with a 6.123, margin of victory .073 by my math. Well done by both racers, great looking final!

The combined PE/QE class was down to 5 come Sunday morning, Kevin Foote was top qualifier with Rick 
Coffman, Jeremy Denny, Chris Yates and Larry Flores still in the program. 
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Round 1 had Foote with the legal single, 
Coffman got by Flores by virtue of a red 
light and Yates lost out to Denny with a 
breakout. Round 2 had Foote with a bye 
and a free trip to the finals while Denny 
and Coffman fought it out. Coffman was 
great on the tree but just a little too quick 
through the course for a breakout loss. 
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THE PE/QE final was an all 
ADBA affair with Foote and 
Denny pairing up. And it was 
a close final with Denny taking 
win by .073 at the finish line. 
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Pro Outlaw started the weekend with 4 teams but come Sunday morning we were down to just 2. Chris Irick 
was out after Friday’s test and tune and Jason Mullican was not ready to go Sunday morning so that would be 
a legal single for Dave Wallingford. #1 qualifier Craig Collett had a bye on the other side of the ladder after a 
sweet 5.301 on that 5.30 index, near perfect. His other qualifying pass was 5.338 so that team was locked in. 
Wallingford’s numbers were not too shabby either, a too quick 5.287 and a 5.396 meant we should have a com-
petitive final. 

If you just saw Wallingford’s elapsed time number in the final you would think it’s a winning number, he posted 
5.303. But the number that mattered was the -.1420 he recorded at the start line and Collett’s 5.346 with a .157 
light was good for the win, Craig’s first in Pro Outlaw. And as his first win in the class he spent some time in the 
cool waters of Dexter Reservoir. Well done by the Collett team, there were strong all weekend.

Pro Outlaw competitors included Craig Collett, 
Dave Wallingford, Chris Irick and Jason Mullican.
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Collett and Wallingford were the sole 
survivors Sunday morning and Collett was 
victorious in the final. Wallingford did post 
the best r.t. in the class for some added 
hardware but the big check went to Collett.
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Super E paperwork shows 16 teams participating which means 4 rounds and by the run sheets I see 14 boats 
ready to go first round Sunday morning. Unfortunately your intrepid reporter was not ready to go first round, in 
Eugene for a Covid test, the wrong one it would turn out. I did get back  to the track in time for the 2nd group of 
TE though. Anyway, surviving that first round were: Kevin Hibdon, Bill Erkelens, Scot Tillinghast, Tom Blaet-
tler Kevin Harder Gary Henning and Matt Rogers. Round 2 saw Hibdon with the bye run in the odd numbered 
field. Erkelens took a win against Tillinghast when the flat driver was a hair too quick. 6.988 on his 7.00 index. 
Blaettler went red in the single point hydro running against Harder, one of his ME rivals. Matt Rogers put to-
gether a wicked pass, a .037 tree and a 7.002 on his 7.00 index to dash 2019 Super E champion Henning’s hopes 
for the day. Not a lot of room there to beat him. 

Round 3 saw us down to 4 teams, 3 flats and an outboard still in the mix. Hibdon started his run the wrong 
way with a red light against Rogers and Erkelens used a good reaction time to trailer Harder. That set our final 
between Erkelens and Rogers and the start line made the difference in Erkelens favor. Both drivers had a 7.00 
index and ran very close in elapsed times but Roger’s .426 reaction time had him far behind off the start line. 
That win would go to Erkelens in the outboard. Not sure how he escaped a dip in the cool waters of Dexter Res-
ervoir, obviously the “water” mob was not paying attention.  

As far as points go with 2 races to decide the Super E title pretty much anything could happen. Kyle Harder 
with 2 winning passes has a 1 round lead over Tom Blaettler, Gary Henning and Rick Coffman with 1 winning 
pass. Rob Temple, Cole Billings Dennis Flint and Brian Reinhart are on the list with zero, zip, nada. But with a 
decent crop of boats anything could happen at the September Dexter race. 
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Erkelens in the outboard took full advan-
tage of a slow reaction time by Rogers and 
went on to take victory in the Super E finale. 
Good to see a couple of  non CDBA teams in 
that final, it could make the last race of the 
season a winner take all in Super E points.
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2nd chance win went to Brian Couey, Collin Denny was way out on him in the final but had taken a red light for 
runner up honors. 
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That sparkly .006 tree by Rick Coffman had a best 
reaction time trophy with his name on it, he was sure 
cutting some lights Sunday. “Outstanding Race Team” 
was awarded to the entire group of ADBA racers, what 
a great turn out on their part at his event. 

So great to catch up with everyone. Quite frankly it was 
just good to be on site and out on the water for your in-
trepid reporter and I’m sure all of the CDBA members 
present felt the same way. This is more than a hobby for 
us and we missed it dearly. The news that there will not 
be enough water at Haystack for the race to be put on 
is sad but I’m glad to have gotten this event in, may not 
happen again this year if the land border isn’t open. 
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I’ll quote CDBA Commodore Tim Tregoning to 
caption these photos: “On behalf of the CDBA 
membership, thank you to the ADBA and NJBA 
racers that made the trek to the Pacific Northwest 
to enjoy our return to the water! It is your support 
that makes this annual event standout and you are 
always welcome.  Joe Willis and Jeremy Denny of 
ADBA set a terrific standard of collaboration for 
the success of our sport and we look forward to 
continuing our partnership” .
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More shots of the ADBA racers.
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Great to see NJBA rac-
ers on site too and any 
event bringing these 
race organizations to-
gether rocks!
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I’m sure none of you would be sur-
prised I would include a couple of 
pages of air show stuff!



A CDBA race wouldn’t be complete without observ-
ing a fine tradition of first time winners taking a dip 
in the cool waters of Dexter Reservoir. Craig Collett 
and Brian Cooey observing that tradition.


